RESPONDING TO CALLS

WIC clears hours stand

By JOHN R. BAUM

Mrs. Kelley was appointed as the second president of the College of Arts and Sciences. She succeeds Mrs. Kelley in the position of President of the University. Mrs. Kelley joined the University in 1936 as a research assistant in the Department of Economics. She has served as a professor of Economics and as the director of the Women's Studies Program. Mrs. Kelley was a member of the Board of Governors of the University and a member of the Board of Trustees of the College of Arts and Sciences. She is a member of the American Economic Association and the American Historical Association. She has published numerous articles in economic and historical journals. Mrs. Kelley is a native of Virginia and was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic University in 1910. She is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the American Economic Association. She is the author of several books, including "The Economic Development of the Southern Region," "The Rise of the South," and "The South in the Post-War Era." Mrs. Kelley has served on the boards of several nonprofit organizations, including the Southern Regional Council and the Southern Farm Bureau. She is a member of the Virginia Historical Society and the American Historical Association. She has received numerous awards and honors for her contributions to the fields of economics and history. Mrs. Kelley is a native of Virginia and was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic University in 1910. She is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the American Economic Association. She is the author of several books, including "The Economic Development of the Southern Region," "The Rise of the South," and "The South in the Post-War Era." Mrs. Kelley has served on the boards of several nonprofit organizations, including the Southern Regional Council and the Southern Farm Bureau. She is a member of the Virginia Historical Society and the American Historical Association. She has received numerous awards and honors for her contributions to the fields of economics and history. Mrs. Kelley is a native of Virginia and was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic University in 1910. She is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the American Economic Association. She is the author of several books, including "The Economic Development of the Southern Region," "The Rise of the South," and "The South in the Post-War Era." Mrs. Kelley has served on the boards of several nonprofit organizations, including the Southern Regional Council and the Southern Farm Bureau. She is a member of the Virginia Historical Society and the American Historical Association. She has received numerous awards and honors for her contributions to the fields of economics and history. Mrs. Kelley is a native of Virginia and was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic University in 1910. She is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the American Economic Association. She is the author of several books, including "The Economic Development of the Southern Region," "The Rise of the South," and "The South in the Post-War Era." Mrs. Kelley has served on the boards of several nonprofit organizations, including the Southern Regional Council and the Southern Farm Bureau. She is a member of the Virginia Historical Society and the American Historical Association. She has received numerous awards and honors for her contributions to the fields of economics and history. Mrs. Kelley is a native of Virginia and was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic University in 1910. She is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the American Economic Association. She is the author of several books, including "The Economic Development of the Southern Region," "The Rise of the South," and "The South in the Post-War Era." Mrs. Kelley has served on the boards of several nonprofit organizations, including the Southern Regional Council and the Southern Farm Bureau. She is a member of the Virginia Historical Society and the American Historical Association. She has received numerous awards and honors for her contributions to the fields of economics and history. Mrs. Kelley is a native of Virginia and was graduated from Virginia Polytechnic University in 1910. She is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the American Economic Association. She is the author of several books, including "The Economic Development of the Southern Region," "The Rise of the South," and "The South in the Post-War Era." Mrs. Kelley has served on the boards of several nonprofit organizations, including the Southern Regional Council and the Southern Farm Bureau. She is a member of the Virginia Historical Society and the American Historical Association. She has received numerous awards and honors for her contributions to the fields of economics and history.
Faculty book policy poses few problems

Hughes said the committee is looking for the "best way to get results" without eliminating the faculty. 

Hughes said most of the books are checked out directly from the research section. 

Faculty use of the library is heavy. Chapin said an average of 1,000 books are checked out each year. Each faculty member returned 26 for the undergraduates in the same period.

Hughes added that computerization of the library will help speed the processing of the books.

CITES CHANGES

By DAVID GILBERT
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Leathernecks press inland to stronghold

Paraphernalia Presents:
High fashion men & women 1969
Producer: Director: Leonard L. Smith
Cost: Several absolutely flawless people
Designers: Barry Johnson
Michael Johnson
Sally Belding
Doina Dev, etc.

Paraphernalia
1341 Grand River Ave.
HOURS:
8-11 Fri
9-12 Sat

The Best...
Needn't cost the most

viva la vest
It's the new topping for everything from crepe stock tie blouses to tee tops. Pass the fashion test. Vest a sweater... wear it as a shirt. Be the best-dressed girl going to Bobbie's 100% wool button front vest, shown here. Have it in navy, reddish brown, black or grey.

come see "romantic weddings to remember"
Sunday, January 26th
at 2:00 and 4:15 p.m.
in the Jack Tar Lansing Room
Knapp's showing of a new
romantic bridal fashion show for spring and summer... a must! It's been for the bride-to-be. Tickets avail-
able at Knapp's East Lansing, Second level downtown bridal salon. Admission free.
The Peter-Paul plan for stack access

The University seems adamant in proceeding with a restricted-access system to the east wing stacks of the Library. The objections are so many that it is not capable of handling the heavy traffic of undergraduate students. If the students are so reassured that under the proposed plan only a restricted number will be allowed to obtain the materials needed from the stacks, the faculty and student will still be able to obtain the materials needed from the stacks.

The arguments for restricting access to the stacks are sufficient and eloquent. But, we are all aware of the fact that the University is in the business of providing the students with the best possible library service. The students are not the only members of the Library staff who are concerned about the welfare of the students. The Library is a place where students can come to study and do research. The Library is also a place where students can come to relax and unwind.

In conclusion, the University's decision to restrict access to the stacks is a good one. The University is a place where students can come to study and do research. The Library is a place where students can come to relax and unwind. The University is a place where students can come to learn and grow. The University is a place where students can come to be and to become.

LARRY LERNER
Shifting the world's focus

In a little over four months, the world has come to accept the uncertainty of the Eastern European situation. The world is now aware that there is a world outside of the United States and that it is not a world of peace and prosperity.

The world is now aware that there is a world outside of the United States and that it is not a world of peace and prosperity. The world is now aware that there is a world outside of the United States and that it is not a world of peace and prosperity. The world is now aware that there is a world outside of the United States and that it is not a world of peace and prosperity. The world is now aware that there is a world outside of the United States and that it is not a world of peace and prosperity.
"U" series to present musical hit

By PAUL RAYMON

State University is offering to the students programs in the science program, with special emphasis on the marine science program. The courses are designed to prepare a graduate program in ocean science. Students are required to take lower level courses in oceanography before the degree can be earned. Read is asking the council to organize a research program in ocean science.
By PAT ANSTEY
Composer Editor
Placing and coordination are a primary concern of Dr. William J. Kniseley, provost of the Michigan State University. He is also a prominent member of the Michigan History Conference of the American Historical Association. Dr. Kniseley's work has been widely recognized for its contribution to the understanding of the early history of the United States.

Kniseley believes that the University is in crisis and that it is essential for the University to develop a clear and coherent vision of its future. He suggests that the University should focus on the following areas:

1. **Academic Programs**: The University should review its academic programs to ensure that they meet the needs of students and the society.
2. **Faculty Development**: The University should invest in faculty development to ensure that its faculty is well-prepared to teach and research.
3. **Student Welfare**: The University should place a greater emphasis on student welfare and provide a more supportive environment for students.
4. **Community Engagement**: The University should engage more with the local community to foster a sense of belonging and belonging.

Dr. Kniseley's proposals are based on his extensive experience in higher education and his belief in the importance of a strong and vibrant University.

In conclusion, Dr. Kniseley's proposals provide a clear and coherent vision of the future of the University. His ideas are timely and relevant, and they offer a roadmap for the University to navigate the challenges of the 21st century.
By the time you’re in line with 600 other guys in their undershirts, it will be too late to read this book.

By the time you’ve gone from experimentation to being a head, it will be too late to read this book.

**SELF-MADE POET**

Simplicity, feeling, corn underlie McKuen style

**STEVE MURHAN**

State News Review

If you can’t understand a loneliness of being adsorbed, then you will never understand being adsorbed. "McKuen is a poet. Then you can understand me. As the only poet on television. And your kind of loneliness, I mean. As aases and an end to the one as a father figure. You may be a young dreamer who is no idea of the simplicity of loneliness. The culture does not change..."

**VIEWS OF VAMPIRES**

Jonathan Frid, on Bram Stoker’s tale, with viewers as vampires on ABC’s daily soap opera “Dark Shadows,” 4 p.m., Channel 18.

**RUSH! OMEGA PSI PHI**

An exhibit of drawings by British artists displayed at the Great Art Center Sunday and continuing through July 31. Recent paintings by Anthony Fawkes and original works of art by Briton Martin Davies will also be shown.

**THE FIFTH HORSEMAN IS FEAR**

The Pyramid 7:30 p.m. Sunday, 9:30 p.m. Monday, 7:30 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. June 20-22 4 p.m. June 23.

**SEPT. 9:30**

Theater

**SANDY DENNIS**

Tickets $2.50, $3.00. The Academy of Music, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m. The Graduate, Saturday, 8 p.m. The Graduate, Sunday, 2 p.m. Tickets $2.00, $2.50.

**THE AMONG OF THE SHEREW**

Tickets $1.50, $2.00.对学生 $1.00, $1.50. The Musical Hall, Saturday and Sunday, 8 p.m. The Musical Hall, Sunday, 2 p.m.

**SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT**

Two of the Screens Most Acclaimed Triumphant

**WED.-THUR.-SUN.-5 BIGGYS**

2 ADULTS $5.00 2 CHILDREN $3.00 THE Toughest Hellicat of All!

**JOHN WAYNE**

KATHARINE ROSS HELLCATRES ALSO

KIRK DOUGLAS SYRUS KOSINA ELI WURLICH

A Lovely Way to Die

**2ND AT 7:30**

John Wayne, Katharine Ross, etc. Also Kirk Douglas and Syrus Kosina.

**“HAVE A BALL” WITH KATE AND HER MATE!**

**ELIZABETH TAYLOR**

**ROBERT WOLT**

“HAVE A BALL” WITH KATE AND HER MATE!

Robert Wolt

**PHILIP SOULFIELD**

**THE POSING OF THE SHREW**

Tickets $1.00, $1.50, $2.00. Goodman Theatre, Thursday through Sunday, 8 p.m.

**SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT**

Two of the Screens Most Acclaimed Triumphant

**THE FIFTH HORSEMAN IS FEAR**

Minneapolis Star-Times

Olive Schreiner’s novel, set in Montana, was released for the first time in 1910, a classified ad explained.
By MIKE MANLEY
State News Sports Writer

Iowa's Chad Cruikshank hit a 97-yard punt return for a touch- down 7:25 Tuesday night in Iowa City, but the game failed to send the Spartans out of the Fighting Irish in their final game.

After Cruikshank's return, the Spartans had four fourth downs left on the clock with the ball outside the Hawkeye 45. Houston Taylor went for a 45-yard TD from 30 seconds later and the Spartans failed to get a field goal on the next drive.

Iowa's 20-10 victory (7-6) was the first time the Spartans have been shut out in a home game since 1996.

Namath heads all-pro team

CHICAGO (CP) — New York Jets quarterback Joe Namath heads the All-Pro Football Weekly team, announced Wednesday, and he is joined by two other Jets — fullback Larry Grantham and tight end Wayne Chreene.

Namath, who has led the Jets in rushing and scoring, was selected as an end to replace tackle Mike Garvey on the team. The other end is San Diego's Don Baul and tackle Bob Kline, of the New York Giants.
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Endurance gives S'grapplers edge

By GARY WALDRON
State News Sports Writer

"I don't think any wrestling team that they work any harder than we do," MSU Wrestling Coach Royce "Red" Hiltz said. "Our coaching measures are put in place so we will build endurance in the MW wrestlers that they will develop more muscle, which literally means that they will develop a bigger edge in the final moments of their matches.

"It's not an advantage to get to the end of a match faster than your opponent. The key is being strong in the finishing minutes of their matches where their tired opponents are trying to give up the point.

"The edge of the season is where the wrestling season will often be decided in. That's when the20-Spartans can often be overpowered by their opponents. So much emphasis is being laid to having the edge from the time the Big Ten and CAA meets begin.

"Pennington recognizes that his team should be considered the No. 1 team in the Big Ten and has the potential to be No. 1 in the nation," said MSU Wrestling Coach Royce "Red" Hiltz, who has seen Pennington perform impressively over past few years when they tied for second behind Penn State in Big Ten and CAA meets. Pennington said that the team is strong in the finishing minutes of their matches where their tired opponents are trying to give up the point.

"We've been locks for so many years," Pennington said in a press conference for about 10 days, "we feel Southern Illinois here tou can take the pressure off.

"The Spartans are unbeaten so far this season with two dual meet victories, a sweep of Iowa State and at home in the prestigious Midlands Tournament.

SHERMAN LEWIS, JOE CARRUTHERS
Former stars top grid list

This former Big Ten grid stars are among the leading candidates for the assistant coach positions under head football coach Duffy Daugherty. Although no official announcement has been made, Sherman Lewis and Joe Carruthers are on the list of candidates being interview for assistant coach positions.

"Anyone who is hired to be a Big Ten franchise is going to be someone who's successful," Daugherty said. "Both men have been interviewed by Louie Davis and myself and I'm sure both have the ability to assimilate to the assistant coach role. I've been with both coaches through their tenure at Wisconsin. I believe both are very good coaches both in Canada before succeeding George Periot, now a Spartan assistant coach.

"I'm presently coaching at College Point North High School. I'm a student studying for the assistant coaching positions under head football coach Duffy Daugherty. Although no official announcement has been made, Sherman Lewis and Joe Carruthers are on the list of candidates being interviewed for assistant coach positions.

"We are a Big Ten franchise and I'm sure both will be on the short list of candidates for assistant coach positions. I've been with them through their tenure at Wisconsin. I believe both are very good coaches both in Canada before succeeding George Periot, now a Spartan assistant coach. I'm presently coaching at College Point North High School. I'm a student studying for the assistant coaching positions under head football coach Duffy Daugherty. Although no official announcement has been made, Sherman Lewis and Joe Carruthers are on the list of candidates being interviewed for assistant coach positions.
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Pollution bears silver lining

By MARTY CLAUS
State News Staff Writer

Water pollution from farm runoff and water pollution concerns can be solved at MSU, according to Howard A. Tamarkin, director of the division of agricultural education.

"By recirculating a manner that increases the water quality in the system, we can change water in its permanency," Tamarkin said.

Pharmaceuticals, while extremely necessary to the human body, can also contribute to water pollution. Tamarkin said that scientists at the College of Veterinary Medicine have found that antibiotics can be used to clean water in a manner that is as effective as other methods.

Michigan State University is working with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality to develop a program that will help change water pollution.

Tamarkin estimates that the needed funds are in the millions.

In previous years, pollution has been the chief contributor to the pollution problems Tamarkin said the university will be solving.

"In the next few years, we will be able to make the changes needed to achieve the water quality needed to protect Michigan's water resources," Tamarkin said.

Coquilou guys hold closed talks

Students in the fall and winter were asked to participate in a special dinner, as part of a closed discussion course with the AM-PM. The course will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. on the first Thursday of every month.

The course will be taught by the AM-PM, which will include topics such as the history of AM-PM, the economics of AM-PM, and the future of AM-PM.

The course will also be taught by faculty members, who will be available to discuss their work in the AM-PM.

CAMPUS RADIO

MSN fills four openings

Four vacant positions were filled recently on the MSN Network, according to Thomas J. Green, the assistant director of the MSN Office.

The new positions include: director of marketing and promotions, director of programming and production, director of sales and promotions, and director of special events.

These positions were created to provide a more comprehensive approach to the MSN Network's operations.

The MSN Network is a division of Michigan State University, and is the largest radio network in the country.

Students at MSN will be given the opportunity to work on the MSN Network and gain valuable experience in the field of radio.

Learn the fun of flying

When you enroll in the MSU flying club's winter term aviation ground school, all students, faculty, and staff are encouraged to attend.

A Ground School, with the aid of test materials, maps, and visual aids, introduces you to the fundamentals of flying and navigation. When you finish the course, you're ready for the Private Pilot Written Exam.

To be sure to come to our introductory class,

TOMORROW, 7 P.M., ROOM 331, UNION BUILDING.

and find out just what we're talking about. Take an advance all flight of flying... become a 'Winged Spartan' today... a pilot tomorrow.

WHERE IN THE WORLD DO YOU GO FROM HERE?

Career opportunities now available with Firestone

Can you meet the challenge in these fields?

- MARKETING MANAGEMENT
- ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
- MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT
- ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT

Firestone will hold campus interviews on January 30 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Sign up now for your interview. SEE YOU AT THE INTERVIEWS!
BERKELEY EMPHASIS

Evening College
probes radicals

BY KATHY MORAN
(Michigan State News)

The history of the student movement and some of the issues that are considered part of it will be the subject of a course entitled "The Student Left" which will begin at 7 p.m. Thursday in 251 Bessey Hall in connection with Evening College.
The class which will be taught by Susan Perry, graduate assistant in Philosophy, will examine the kinds of student movements with emphasis on the Berkeley Free Speech Movement of 1964 and the current political issues of French students and workers. It will attempt to see any connections between these movements.
The Student Left is just one of the classes being offered by Evening College, which is part of the University's Continuing Education Service, with students and student workers involved.
Classes are all non-credit and certain ones use of students in the Business Administration are to be expected.

Student Seminar
A seminar on "Racism and the Black-White Con¬
nection" will begin tonight at 7 p.m. in Bessey Hall.
The seminar will feature noted civil rights workers, speakers, and a special guest, Robert L. Green, who will speak on February 22. Admission to each lecture will be $1.00 for the entire course or $0.50 per lecture.

The introductory survey course in sociology will begin tonight in Room 251 Bessey Hall at 7 p.m. Philip Martorano, instructor in sociology, will explore the nature of society, the structure and dynamics of social groups, and the analysis of social change.

"Examination of Sex Roles" will be offered by Dr. William J. St. John on Tuesday nights at 7 p.m. in Room 251 Bessey Hall. The course will include lectures on the roles of men and women in society and the incoming of sex roles in contemporary society.

Registration is still open to interested students for classes that began on Monday or Tuesday of this week.

"The New Student and Speed" began on Tuesday and is still open to students or students who have participated in this course and want to review it and build on their ideas. This 16-measure course is not offered to the student right in the first section.

Classes are held at Bessey Hall.

Courses are also offered on a trip abroad entitled "Do You Plan to Travel?" which will begin on Thursday at 7 p.m. in Room 240 Bessey Hall. Willard L. Powers, professor of geography, and professor of geography, will discuss the various trends which face travelers in the modern world and will also begin at 7 p.m. Thursday in Room 251 Bessey Hall.

Numerous courses are offered every term to students and workers through the Evening College covered in a variety of topics. For information on the other courses call the Evening College in Kellogg Center at 355-4562.

---

SPARTAN SPIRIT SHOP

A Unique Shop in the MSU BOOK STORE Lobby for Students and Faculty. We think you'll be pleased with this newest addition to the No. Book Store.

MSU BOOK STORE'S newest addition
- the Spartan Spirit Shop - another reason we're number 1

The new Spartan Spirit Shop allows you to browse through spacious isles to shop for MSU sweatshirts, T-shirts, mugs, blankets, contemporary cards, MSU mascots, jewelry, and much more. It also gives you more shopping room in the number 1 Book Store!
2 proposals involved in hours controversy

If the faculty committee passes no hours for the first term, the Board of Trustees will have to decide whether or not to allow the administration to grant additional hours for those approved. The Board will have to consider the consequences of their approval of this request to the faculty committee's policy.

Faculty must be made perfectly clear to all concerned that the student of the named first term, second and third term freshmen, and must be in our offices by 4 P.M. on Friday. The faculty committee must consider the consequences of their approval of this request to the faculty committee's policy.

Further, the administration must be made perfectly clear that the student of the named first term, second and third term freshmen, and must be in our offices by 4 P.M. on Friday. The faculty committee must consider the consequences of their approval of this request to the faculty committee's policy.
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CAKE MIXES
LIMIT TWO, PLEASE - 10X, LIGHT OR DARK BROWN
WHITE, YELLOW, DEVILS FOOD, GERMAN CHOC.
COCONUT, DRY MIX, POUND, FUDGE.
COCONUT, CREAM CHEESE, CREAM, CHOC.
WHOLE EGG, 1 1/2 oz., pkg.

DOMINO SUGAR
1 Lb.
BOX
11¢

CHOCOLATE MILK
1 Lb.
COFFEE
19¢

MIX OR MATCH...SPARTAN
PORK & BEANS
WHOLE OR SLICED POTATOES
10 lb.
15 oz.
WT.
CANS
$1

SMORGAS PAC
LUNCH MEATS
79¢

GREEN BEANS
GARDEN PEAS 1 lb. 1 oz., RED KIDNEY BEANS 15 oz.
WT.
CHICKEN NUGGETS 1 lb. 1 oz.
MUSHROOM SOUPS 16 oz. 10 1/2 oz.
81¢

APPLE SAUCE
WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM STYLE CORN,
 TOMATOES, CUT WAX BEANS
7 lb.
15 1/2 oz.
TO
1 lb.
1 oz.
CANS
$1

SPARTAN FROZEN
STRAWBERRY HALVES
4 lb.
10 oz.
WT.
PKGS.
$1

STORES IN THE TOWN
THE TALK
WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS
OPEN WEEKDAYS 8 AM-10 PM
OPEN SUNDAYS 10 AM - 7 PM
WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS
WE CONVENIENTLY LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS AT
3301 E. MICHIGAN AVE.
AT SHOPPERS FAIR

Betty Crocker
FRUIT COCKTAIL
GRAPES

(39¢)

REG.
3 lb.
Pkg.

39¢

Wishbone Dressing
3 lb.
CANS
$1

POLLY ANNA CREAM FILLED
LUNCH STICKS
6 FOR
$29¢

POLLY ANNA VARIETY
BREAD SALE
RAISIN, SALT RISING - 1 lb. 14 oz.
BRILLIANT BUNS - 1 lb. 4 oz.
CINNAMON BREAD - 1 lb. 4 oz.
FRESH CARROTS
3 LBS.
SIZED
$1

California SunRip Oranges
3 ORanges
168 oz.
DOZ.
$1

DELICIOUS APPLES
3 lb.
$1

ROASTING CHICKENS
STUFFED
6 lb.
TASTY, DELICIOUS
68¢

SMOOTH BACON
RED BROWN
49¢

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST
Lb.
49¢

GLENDALE ROLL
PORK SAUSAGE
Lb.
29¢

CHERRY TOMATOES
1 qt.
CANS
$1

CHICKEN JUICE
1 qt.
CANS
$1

SALT RISING
ENGLISH MUFFINS
1 lb. 6 oz.
CINNAMON BREAD
1 lb.
59¢

CHERRY TOMATOES
1 qt.
CANS
$1

CHICKEN JUICE
1 qt.
CANS
$1

SALT RISING
ENGLISH MUFFINS
1 lb. 6 oz.
CINNAMON BREAD
1 lb.
59¢

SUNRISE BAKERY
MIX OR MATCH...SPARTAN
HOT DOGS
8 FOR
$29¢

REG.
4 oz.
$1

FRESH SWEET SNAKES
REG.
3 lb.
CANS
$1

DRIED OR ELECTRIC
FRUIT-A-FRUIT
RUSTIC WRAP
WAXED PAPER
100 FT.
ROLL
$1

ALUMINUM FOIL
PLASTIC WRAP
WAXED PAPER
100 FT.
ROLL
$1

BEETLE CROCKER
25¢

HOT DOGS
8 FOR
$29¢

REG.
4 oz.
$1

FRESH SWEET SNAKES
REG.
3 lb.
CANS
$1

DRIED OR ELECTRIC
FRUIT-A-FRUIT
RUSTIC WRAP
WAXED PAPER
100 FT.
ROLL
$1

ALUMINUM FOIL
PLASTIC WRAP
WAXED PAPER
100 FT.
ROLL
$1

BEETLE CROCKER